Cloud Computing
Success Demands
the Right Cloud
Connectivity

Executive Summary
Moving applications and services to the cloud is one of the most effective strategies enterprises
can adopt in their efforts to achieve three strategic objectives: increase productivity, operate
more efficiently and reduce costs. However, placing their applications and services in the cloud
is not enough, in and of itself, to achieve these objectives. Because employees at every location
must have secure, reliable and flexible access to the applications now residing in the cloud,
enterprises also need network connectivity with the cloud.
Although some enterprises use the public Internet to obtain that connectivity, leading IT
executives do not want to rely on this best-effort network to support their multinational, missioncritical business operations. Its inability to guarantee data delivery, quality of service or service
priorities, along with its lack of service-level agreements (SLAs), calls for a more effective,
reliable cloud networking solution.
Many enterprises are turning to a private network approach, one specifically designed to deliver
cost-effective reliability, security and performance. Comprising Ethernet and MPLS-based IP
VPNs and backed by strong SLAs, a private network solution delivers carrier-grade
performance in support of mission-critical enterprise applications and services.
Yet because all networks are not created equal, a cloud solution is only as good as the network
that supports it. Therefore, IT executives want a network that can adapt to the unique
requirements of the individual enterprise and offer:
•

Burstable scalability for each enterprise location, with no need to pay for idle capacity

•

Transparent support for all network access technologies that exist across the entire
enterprise, thus allowing the enterprise to leverage its existing hardware and software
investments
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•

Rapid provisioning – in hours and days, rather than weeks and months – of new
connections and fast turn-up of new services© 2014 Copyright GTT, Inc. All rights reserved

•

Geographic reach from any enterprise location to any desired end point in the world

•

Reliable, secure transport of data between all enterprise locations and the cloud

•

All of these capabilities for a price that does not constrain Capex and Opex budgets

•

By engaging with a network provider such as GTT, which has built a multilayer network,
with a Layer 2 Ethernet-over-MPLS architecture and a Layer 3 IP architecture, IT
executives can satisfy all their requirements. Such a flexible and ultra-responsive
network offers:
o

An on-demand, burstable bandwidth model, which allows billing for actual usage
of capacity

o

Both Layer 2 and Layer 3 access interfaces with the enterprise, along with
MPLS-based data encapsulation and routing of traffic through the core to the
termination point(s)

o

Automated provisioning of new connections and, via established network-tonetwork interfaces (NNIs) with both cloud-service providers and local access
providers, fast turn-ups of new services

o

Carrier-grade reliability, performance and security, with built-in physical diversity
and route diversity

By partnering with a network provider that can deliver flexible, reliable and secure access to the
cloud, tailored to the needs of each individual enterprise, IT executives can be confident they
will achieve their cloud computing objectives.
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Cloud Computing Success Demands the Right Cloud Connectivity
Moving applications and services to the cloud is one of the most effective strategies enterprises
can adopt in their efforts to achieve three strategic objectives: increase productivity, operate
more efficiently and reduce costs. However, placing their applications and services in the cloud
is not enough, in and of itself, to achieve these objectives. Because employees at every location
must have secure, reliable and flexible access to the applications now residing in the cloud,
enterprises also need network connectivity with the cloud.
When the cloud first emerged as an enterprise solution, many enterprises relied on the public
Internet to provide that connectivity. Enterprise IT executives quickly realized that while the
Internet generally can satisfy consumer requirements, it is not up to the task of supporting
multinational, mission-critical business operations. The Internet is, after all, a best-effort
network, which means it is not engineered to guarantee data delivery, quality of service or
service priorities.
Traffic volumes on the Internet vary greatly throughout a given period of time. The resulting
shifts in traffic loads directly affect the performance of this “network of networks” and, therefore,
directly affect the performance of enterprise applications and services as well. Issues that have
a negative impact on network performance, such as latency and packet loss, become more
pronounced as Internet traffic loads increase. Further, peering governs the relationships
between IP backbones, and ever-growing rising traffic loads make peering congestion, another
issue that affects the Internet’s performance, more likely.
Neither enterprise users nor cloud service providers have any control over performance
fluctuations, simply because there are no stringent service-level agreements (SLAs) applicable
to the Internet. The lack of control over the Internet’s performance translates into the lack of an
effective, reliable communications network.
Cloud-based services have become very popular among consumers, particularly for their
streaming media applications. As the volume of Internet traffic – both consumer and enterprise
– continues to rise, the cloud readily scales to support all these applications and services – and
the Internet’s performance problems scale just as readily.
Most consumers either do not notice or are simply willing to tolerate Internet performance
issues; however, enterprise IT executives cannot afford this luxury. They must have a more
reliable, secure, predictable and controllable cloud networking solution. A private network
approach, consisting of Ethernet and MPLS-based IP VPNs, satisfies the tough enterprise
requirements for cloud networking. By opting for a private cloud networking solution, one that is
backed by strong SLAs, enterprise IT executives obtain control of and visibility into their cloud
networks. As a result, they can make sure their enterprises obtain the highest possible network
performance in support of their mission-critical applications and services.
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Just as all enterprises are not alike, neither are all networks the same, which means that a cloud
solution is only as good as the network that supports it. Not surprisingly, therefore, leading IT
executives begin evaluating potential network partners by asking a fundamental question: Can
your network adapt to the unique requirements of our particular enterprise and thereby ensure
that we achieve our three principal cloud computing objectives?
In other words, these executives are seeking a private network that can flex to satisfy the
enterprise’s dynamic requirements. For example, can a private network:
• Scale bandwidth to whatever capacity is required at any given time by a particular
enterprise location?
•

Accommodate a wide range of network access methods across the entire enterprise?

•

Allow the rapid provisioning of new connections and fast turn-up of new services over
those connections? and

•

Extend its geographic reach from any enterprise location to any desired end point? Inc. All
rights reserved

In addition to those questions, leading IT executives want to know if that network can transport
data reliably and securely between all enterprise locations and the cloud. Finally, they want to
know whether a private network that delivers all these capabilities can do so for a price that
does not constrain their Capex and Opex budgets.
By identifying and engaging with a network provider that has built its network to satisfy a broad
range of cloud connectivity options, IT executives get an affirmative answer to each of these
questions. Consequently, they know they can obtain a cloud networking solution designed to
help them achieve their individual enterprise’s specific cloud computing objectives.

Scalability Designed for Maximum Need, Priced for Actual Use
In today’s fast-paced, global economy, market conditions change quickly, and enterprises
across nearly all verticals must position themselves to respond just as quickly. One of the basic
rapid response requirements is network scalability.
Some enterprises, like all service providers, historically have designed extra capacity in their
networks to accommodate expected – and unexpected – increases in traffic volumes. Because
traffic volumes fluctuate upward and downward, chances are that some network capacity is
sometimes idle.
Nevertheless, because it does not make good business sense to pay for any unused asset,
enterprises do not want to pay for idle network capacity. Instead, IT executives want a private
cloud networking solution that gives them the flexibility to burst bandwidth from any enterprise
location when a particular application or service requires additional network capacity.
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By partnering with a network provider that offers an on-demand, burstable bandwidth model,
which allows billing for actual usage of capacity, enterprises can be confident they have
adequate bandwidth at all times but do not have to pay the operational efficiency and financial
costs of idle capacity.
An enterprise has the option of deploying ports on a per-location basis, for example, in sizes
varying from 10 Mbps to 300 Mbps to 1G to 10G, depending on each location’s network
capacity requirements. The on-demand, burstable bandwidth model allows each enterprise
location to connect to the network via a port that is larger than the location’s committed data rate
(CDR) but also to burst up to the port’s maximum capacity whenever an application’s
performance requires additional bandwidth.
Alternatively, the enterprise can agree to a single, aggregate CDR that covers all its locations,
rather than a CDR for each location, and simply burst capacity at individual locations whenever
necessary. By adopting this approach, IT executives never have to worry about perfectly sizing
port capacity at each enterprise location.
To illustrate, say an enterprise with 10 sites has deployed a 1G interface at each of those sites
and commits to using an aggregate of 1G of capacity across all 10 locations. Breaking that
down on a per-location basis, one location at any given time may be using 100 Mbps of
capacity, while another is using 50 Mbps and a third location is using 200 Mbps. Each of those
10 sites has a committed 1G port, and all 10 of them burst up to 1G whenever an application or
service demands more bandwidth. Nevertheless, regardless of what the bandwidth
requirements may be at a particular time and location, the network provider bills only for the
capacity the enterprise actually uses.
This scalability and billing model contrast sharply with the approach of most network providers,
which requires the enterprise to choose a CDR for each individual port. This requirement
deprives the enterprise of any flexibility to burst capacity on an as-needed basis or to pay only
for the capacity it uses. Instead of getting network capacity that is tailored to the enterprise’s
dynamic bandwidth requirements, the enterprise must try to force fit its dynamic requirements to
the rigid CDR-per-port approach – and must pay in operating efficiency and money if the two
factors do not align perfectly.

Transparent Access Protects Existing Hardware and Software
Investments
Many enterprises require transparent network access across all their locations. Such
transparency not only allows users at each location to retain their preferred access technologies
and protocols but also enables the enterprise to leverage its existing hardware and software
investments. A network provider that has built a multilayer network, with a Layer 2 Ethernetover-MPLS architecture and a Layer 3 IP architecture, can satisfy both these requirements.
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After interfacing with the customer at either Layer 2 or Layer 3, according to the customer’s
preferences, the network transports enterprise traffic to the provider edge of the network. From
there, MPLS-based equipment routes the traffic through the core to the termination point(s). By
taking advantage of the network’s multilayer architecture, enterprise users can keep their
familiar access methods, and the enterprise gets reliable, secure cloud connectivity that also
protects its Capex/Opex budgets.

Fast Provisioning and Service Turn-ups Enhance Enterprise Agility
No matter in which industry they operate, enterprises today have to respond quickly to changing
competitive conditions in the global marketplace. Positioning itself to adapt right away to the
dynamic market is largely a function of how quickly the enterprise can get new locations
connected to the cloud and/or obtain new services and applications for existing locations.
For many network providers around the world, provisioning new connections and turning up new
services, fast and efficiently, is a daunting challenge. Many still use manual provisioning
techniques, which are susceptible to human error, and some reject leasing the local loop in
favor of trenching their own fiber from the PoP to the customer premise; the latter approach
forces enterprises to wait for weeks or even months to obtain the cloud networking connectivity
they need.
Many enterprises have discovered they can avoid the provisioning and service turn-up delays
by partnering with the right network provider, one that automates provisioning chores for
example, thereby accelerating the delivery of new connections and minimizing the chances for
human error. By maintaining a central, comprehensive database of every circuit, network
element and inventoried part, along with associated costs and pricing, the network provider
flattens what otherwise would be discrete silos of provisioning tasks and therefore speeds up
the provisioning process even more.
The right network provider also is one that already has established network-to-network
interfaces (NNIs) with both cloud service providers and local access providers. These NNIs, as
well as co-locating in data centers with leading cloud service providers such as Microsoft Azure,
VMware and Amazon Web Services, allow the network provider to turn up new cloud services
very quickly. With only a few keystrokes needed to set up the virtual LAN (VLAN), the network
provider can get the new application and/or service up and running for the enterprise right away.
The network provider also can expand the enterprise’s existing cloud services immediately, for
example, by adding more capacity and more virtual machines.
In addition, through its already-established NNIs with all the major local access providers in the
vicinity of every PoP, the network provider can provision and turn up new enterprise locations,
quickly and efficiently.
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By taking advantage of the network provider’s ability both to deliver cloud connectivity and
provision new services and applications rapidly, the enterprise can enhance its productivity and
operating efficiency, as well as strengthen its competitive position in the marketplace.

NNIs Give the Enterprise Global, Door-to-Door Connectivity
Enterprises also can take advantage of the network provider’s emphasis on NNIs to position
themselves to do business practically anywhere in the world. Each time the network provider
extends the geographical reach of its network, it immediately establishes NNIs with all the top
local access providers. As a result, partnering with such a network provider ensures that
multinational enterprises have “door-to-door” connectivity between and among all their locations
throughout the world.

Reliable, Secure Network Technology Means Reliable, Secure Cloud
Connectivity
As every IT executive knows, reliable and secure transport of data between an enterprise
location and the cloud is critical and a fundamental requirement for long-term enterprise
success. Not surprisingly then, IT executives want to partner with a cloud networking provider
that emphasizes network reliability and security just as much as they do. A cloud networking
provider that implements a multilayer network architecture, with Layer 1 optical fiber connecting
all PoPs and Ethernet-over-MPLS Layer 2 transport, builds into its infrastructure carrier-grade
reliability, performance and security.
For example, such a network provider designs both physical diversity and route diversity into the
network. First, by appropriately configuring the Layer 1 optical fiber, the network provider
ensures that enterprise traffic has multiple, diverse paths throughout the network. If network
congestion occurs or a backhoe accidentally cuts a fiber, the network immediately re-routes the
traffic onto an alternative path. Secondly, by implementing an MPLS-based architecture, the
network provider ensures that enterprise traffic has multiple routes over which it can move
across the network.
The network provider also ensures the delivery of high-quality network performance in support
of enterprise applications and services, typically by using MPLS traffic-engineering techniques
to select the most direct route possible, one with the fewest number of hops, the lowest-possible
latency, and the maximum available bandwidth, between end points.
By using MPLS-based technology at Layer 2 to encapsulate the enterprise data and isolate it
from other customers’ traffic, the network provider also makes sure that enterprise data is
always secure. The enterprise – and only the enterprise – knows the information content of the
data traversing the network.
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The Right Network Connectivity Is Essential to Enterprise Cloud
Success
More and more enterprises are moving their applications and services to the cloud, attracted by
its ability to increase their productivity, enable them to operate more efficiently and help them
reduce their costs. Although the concept of the cloud often takes center stage, IT executives
know that pairing that concept with the network connectivity is the only way to turn concept into
practical reality. Also recognizing that not all networks are created equal, leading IT executives
want a network that is specifically designed to give the enterprise flexible, reliable and secure
access to its cloud-based applications and services.
Further, they want to partner with a network provider that understands that not all enterprises
are alike, with each one having a unique set of connectivity requirements. By partnering with
GTT, which can customize its flexible, reliable and secure network capabilities to the needs of
each individual enterprise, every enterprise can achieve its strategic cloud computing
objectives.
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About GTT
GTT provides multinationals with a better way to reach the cloud through its suite of cloud
networking services, including wide area networking, Internet, managed services and voice
services. The company’s Tier 1 IP network, ranked in the top five worldwide, connects clients to
any location in the world and any application in the cloud. GTT delivers an outstanding client
experience by living its core values of simplicity, speed and agility. For more information on how
GTT is redefining global communications, please visit www.gtt.net.
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